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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of congestion in Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) is addressed. We employ a distributed approach by dividing NoC into several regions. Every region is controlled by a local agent. Each agent runs Dijkstra’s shortest path computation procedure to find the best routing path and avoids highly congested paths. This leads to significant improvement in network latency and throughput. Simulation results which are based on Verilog implementation of the system shows that the proposed routing algorithm improves system performance significantly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in design and fabrication of integrated circuits has pushed traditional bus based systems to the limit of their performance. Networks on Chip (NoC) are proposed as an alternative to bus based communication structures. Compared to traditional buses NoC is more predictable, scalable, and have higher bandwidth [1], [2], [3]. The specialized routers and the links that interconnect them are the building blocks of an NoC. Routers are connected to processing elements (PEs) and data/messages are exchanged between these PEs through NoC. Data on NoC can be transferred in two ways: by employing a deterministic or by employing dynamic routing algorithm.

In deterministic routing the routing path is pre-computed and is based on the transmitter and receivers locations (addresses). The main reason that makes deterministic routing attractive is its simplicity and possibility of guaranteeing that deadlock and livelock will not happen in system. The main drawbacks of the deterministic routing algorithm are its inability to respond to network congestion and failure of network elements [4], [5]. On the other hand, dynamic routing algorithms can dynamically respond to changes in network traffic by computing the alternative paths in case some parts of the network are congested, and therefore improve system performance. Also if they are armed with fault tolerant mechanism, they can respond to interconnect failures and therefore recover system functionality even when some system elements are failed [6], [7]. The main drawbacks of the dynamic routing algorithms are area and power overheads caused by the extra hardware utilized to implement the fault detection mechanisms and the hardware required to compute new routing paths.

Adaptive routing in the context of NoC is a popular research topic and it has attracted a lot of researchers. [8] presents an adaptive routing algorithm that is based on a dynamic programming (DP) network and is capable of providing optimal path planning. A hybrid approach (DyAD routing algorithm) that switches between deterministic routing (in low traffic) and adaptive routing (when network is congested) is presented in [9]. The dynamic routing algorithm discussed in [10] uses information from all routers in the source-destination path to do the traffic routing. The source units utilize the information about network conditions to adjust the parameters that determine the path to the destination router. [11] presents a centralized monitoring system that can locate congested links and detour them. However, this method is not scalable to bigger networks where hundreds of PEs are integrated on a systems on chip (SoC). [12] discusses an adaptive routing algorithm that always tries to route packets to their destination using a path that is the least congested as possible. This algorithm utilizes the cases of indecision occurrences when the routing function returns several admissible output channels. Authors in [13] proposed a dynamic routing scheme where intermediate routers make decisions locally based on the available bandwidth in each direction to the adjacent routers and also based on the distance between current and the target routers.

In this paper, we develop and implement a novel dynamic routing algorithm for NoC. The proposed algorithm is designed to address the congestion problem in NoC. The algorithm has a distributed structure, meaning that the routing decisions are made locally by local controllers. In this approach we divide NoC into several partitions. Each partition is controlled by a designated controller. Each local controller calculates the routing paths in its partition. The implementation cost of the proposed algorithm compared to previous work (like [11], [14]) is very low. This is because most of the previous works follow a centralized approach to implement their congestion aware routing strategy. Therefore, they need additional global (long) wires to transfer control signals to carry the information about the network traffic status. It is because of this big cost associate with their implementation that they face scalability problem when the size of network increases. The experimental results demonstrate how the proposed routing algorithm can considerably improve the network performance metrics: throughput and latency.
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2 Proposed Adaptive Routing

A regular homogeneous NoC is formed by routers and bidirectional links that interconnect them. As mentioned above we follow a distributed approach and employ local controllers (LCs) to compute routing paths. We divide NoC into several partitions and assign a local controller to each partition. Each local controller calculates routing paths in its designated partition. Because this method is a regional base, the cost associated with its implementation is minimal. Fig. 1 shows a 4x4 NoC divided into 4 partitions, and the local controllers designated to each region. Although in this figure the partitions have the same size, in practice they can have different sizes. In this figure each local controller is in charge of routing packets to routers within its designated partition and to the neighboring routers adjacent to its partition. For example in Fig.1, LC1 is responsible for routing packets injected to the routers in its partition (routers {0; 1; 4; 5}) and the packets that arrive from adjacent routers {2; 6; 8; 9}. All tables and figures will be processed as images. You need to embed the images in the paper itself. Please don’t send the images as separate files.

2.1 Shortest Path Computation Procedure

In order to be able to compute the shortest path for the packets traversing through NoC we should first construct and associate a directed graph to the NoC. To do so, we will consider the NoC routers as the nodes in the graph and the links as graph edges. The edge weights of the graph are computed by utilizing buffer occupancy. That is, the weight is calculated as the sum of the numbers of memory slots occupied in the output buffers of the router that the link originates from. Fig.2 depicts an example of such a graph. The edge weights wij; i = 1, ..., V, j = 1, ..., V (where V is the total number of nodes in the graph) can be calculated as follows:

\[ w_{ij} = \begin{cases} \text{Used memory slots} & \text{if } (v_i, v_j) \in E, \forall v_i, v_j \in V \\ \infty & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

The following equation describes the objective in the procedure of calculating the shortest path. The goal is to minimize the path cost:

\[ Min : \sum_{i=1}^{V} \sum_{j=1}^{V} X_{ij} \times w_{ij} \]  

where \((v_i, v_j)\) is used or not as a part of the path. In the following, we explain the main steps in the proposed dynamic routing algorithm:

1) Initially (when we power up the system) we start with XY routing algorithm. The routing table of each router is initialized in advance to support XY routing. Therefore when the system is powered up the first packets are routed using XY routing algorithm.

2) When links become congested, each router informs its corresponding controller (using the dedicated wires) about the change in network condition (traffic).

3) After receiving the information about the traffic condition in their designated partition, local controllers calculate the new optimal and alternate routing paths for all of the packets by running the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.

4) Once the new routing paths are calculated and identified, the local controller will update the routing tables in the routers accordingly.

3 Router Architecture

In order to implement the proposed routing algorithm, the router architecture should be modified. We design a new router to provide hardware support for our proposed routing algorithm. As mentioned above, we use output port buffers occupancies to calculate edge weights. Therefore we modify the output port buffers to provide the information about the port occupancy to the corresponding local controller (Fig.3).

Whenever there is an empty buffer in the output buffers, the arbiter in Fig.3 will be notified. Arbiter continuously monitors the output ports, and as soon as an empty buffer is available it will first look at input ports that are requesting access to
that output port. Then it will choose and grant access to an input port that has the most occupied buffers. Since it is possible that one of the input ports would be dealing with high traffic and because of that it will keep winning the competition over the access to a specific output port and the input ports that have lower traffic would never win access to that output port, the arbiter sets a threshold for the number of time an input port can win access to a specific output port. Once that threshold is met it will give chance to the other ports. The output interface unit shown in Fig.3 manages the handshaking process with the adjacent router.

4 Experimental Results

In order to test and validate the performance of our proposed dynamic routing algorithm, we implemented and prototyped a 4x4 NoC using Verilog. We used Xilinx ISE compiler [15] to simulate and synthesize our NoC structure. We compared our routing algorithm with DyXY [5] and the adaptive routing algorithm presented in [11]. Note that the hardware implementation of most of the dynamic routing algorithms is not available. Therefore, we restrict our experiments to comparisons with the aforementioned algorithms. Fig.4 shows the multimedia task graph we adopted from [16] and used in our simulations. We report our results for two multimedia benchmarks. The communication task graph (CTG) and optimized mapping of the first benchmark are from [16] and are shown in Fig.4. The injected traffic at all sources of the CTG is generated by local generators. The average number of injected packets at each source is proportional to the communication volume of each source-destination pair shown in Fig.4.a. The average latencies calculated utilizing the proposed routing algorithm, and DyXY [5], and the algorithm presented in [11] is demonstrated in Fig.5. This figure depicts how our proposed adaptive routing algorithm improves the network latency and throughput.

Table I depicts the improvement in network throughput and the hardware cost associated with these algorithms compared to traditional XY routing algorithm.
5 Conclusion

We proposed a new congestion-aware dynamic routing algorithm for networks on chips. We implemented our proposed algorithm by partitioning the network into several partitions which are controlled by local control units. Each of these local control units run a shortest path computation algorithm and identifies the best routing path for the packets that enter their designated region in such a way that highly congested paths are avoided. This algorithm is periodically called and run; therefore it is capable of dynamically reacting to continuously changing traffic conditions. The area or hardware cost of the proposed algorithm is minimal compared to the available previous work. Experimental results are based on Verilog implementation and they depict that the proposed algorithm improves the network throughput and latency considerably better than DyXY adaptive algorithm, and the algorithm presented in [11].
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